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PRESS RELEASE for immediate release

Martin Sobota (Cityförster), Thomas Stellmach (Uberbau)
and Marc Ryan win Europan 10 competition in Heidelberg
Dessau, 22 January 2010 — Martin Sobota (Cityförster), Thomas Stellmach (Uberbau) and Marc Ryan with
Artur Borejszo have won the Europan 10 competition for the site of Heidelberg (DE).
Europan is a biannual, pan-European competition that aims to promote the realization of innovative ideas
by young architects and urban design professionals.
The winning scheme ‘The Red Ribbon’ redefines the waterfront of Heidelberg’s University Campus,
the Neuenheimer Feld. The project gives the Campus an appropriate presence within the context of the
city and establishes a coherent, public and accessible river frontage. Besides the landscape design for
the riverfront it proposes a reorganisation of the urban layout of the Campus and the addition of 3 key
buildings to the site: Römerlawn, Neckar Island and Biodiversity Centre. A total set of 23 autonomous yet
complementary actions supports a phased and flexible implementation.

The Campus Neuenheimer Feld is hidden behind a layer of vegetation at one of the most spectacular
sections of the lower Neckar. The Wieblinger Wehrsteg, a pedestrian bridge, indicates the end of the urban
section of river Neckar.
The project strengthens the western end of Heidelberg’s urbanised area with a modern counterpart of the
Heidelberg’s Schloss, the Neckar Island. The Island is conference and congress centre, a symbol for the
innovative research of the University, public beach, exhibit of the natural forces of the river and its diverse
flora. It links the campus on the northern shore of the Neckar to the historic and modern centres of the city
in the South.
On the northern shore of the Neckar the Campus opens towards the riverfront and shows a new face
towards the city. The present bio–systems are enhanced and exhibited. The waterfront becomes the place
where students and visitors meet, a place for a Sunday stroll as much as an integral link in the larger scale
bicycle network. A rich variety of lawns and terraces along the Neckar provide a situations which range from
intimate to open, from urban to natural.
The links across the river and along the northern shore are improved and stage the transition between the
domesticated and the wild Neckar. Along the river the ‘Red Ribbon’ manifests literally as a 3 km long thread
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of the traditional red sandstone connecting the Schloss with the University. It is a multipurpose element,
sometimes bench, sometimes information board, sometimes sidewalk. The Wehrsteg bridge is upgraded
to provide viewing terraces as well as a dedicated bicycle lane with an level access integrated into the
topography. It will be the new main link to the city centre.

Team:
Cityförster is an international network consisting of eleven designers, architects and urbanists. Martin Sobota is head of the Rotterdam
branch of the network. Cityförster deals with the city in all its dimensions and scales — a complex system which functions by the variety
and interaction of its components. Based on pragmatic and subtle strategies Cityförster compiles innovative projects aiming for a
socially, economically and ecologically sustainable development of the built environment.
Cityförster is engaged in various residential and mixed use developments in the Netherlands, Denmark, Albania and Germany, as well
as a conversion strategy for Tegel airport in Berlin.
Uberbau (in the course of formation) is the Berlin-based practice of Ali Saad and Thomas Stellmach that specializes in research-based
strategic urbanism, urban design and planning as well as architecture. Uberbau focuses on context, density, flexibility, mixed-use,
phasing and transformability, which are the as prerequisites for any sustainable approach.
Uberbau will shape an urban vision for the future of Aleppo, the second biggest agglomeration in Syria, and is busy imagining the future
of road infrastructure in Europe.
Marc Ryan is a landscape architect and urban designer who brings an acute understanding of the contemporary city with a focus on
the relevance of landscape. He has evolved an integrated view of landscape and urbanism that reflects a synthesis between ecology,
infrastructure, and public realm design - a philosophy that is at the core of his work. Marc’s professional experience includes practice in
the United States, Canada, and the Netherlands where he has led diverse design teams and worked on large scale urban projects, often
related to waterfront redevelopment.
Artur Borejszo is currently employed at maxwan a+u in Rotterdam and specialises in computer-aided design and visualisation. He
works for maxwan on various mixed use and residential projects in the UK, the Netherlands, and Lithuania.

For more information, please contact:
Martin Sobota (Cityförster) at martin@cityfoerster.de | +31 (10) 414 68 41 | www.cityfoerster.de or
Thomas Stellmach (Uberbau) at ts@uberbau.eu | +49 (30) 4882 7439 | www.uberbau.eu

01 The Red Ribbon, a nearly 3 km long red sandstone line,

a multipurpose element — sometimes bench, sometimes
information board, sometimes sidewalk— that connects the
Schloss with the University.

02 The Bikeline integrates local and regional cycling routes. At

13 The Neckar Theatre, public beach and a terrace for open air
events, bridges formally and symbolically the two sides of the
river, city and university.

14 The Bicycle Bridge is an extension of the ‘Wehrsteg’ on its

pinch-points near the Zoo, the bikeline is diverted to a dedicated
bicycle route.

east side to add a dedicated bicycle connection and facilitate
crossing. The northern landing is lengthened to provide level
access for cyclists.

03 The Römerlawn, a 2-way tilted green plane and stage

15 The Neckar Falls are a series of 6 terraces with a

04 The Max Planck Terraces introduce multiple levels for

16 The Zoo-Satellite is an outlet of the zoo — for example

05 The Upper Garden Terraces at the Surgical Hospital expand

17 The Glasshouse Patchwork proliferates the glass house

towards the city and broader landscape, hidden beneath an
urban building.
pedestrian movement through re–graded topographies that are
enhanced as a new green landscape.
upon the existing private gardens and extending a series of
colourful public parterre gardens that descend to the river.

06 The Water Gardens serve as a demonstration site to

illustrate the functional power of biological processes as a
strategic tool to clean storm water and revive the biotopes of
the river ecology.

07 The Campus Boulevard is guided to the water at its

southern end and strengthened in its urban character by
framing buildings on both sides.

08 The University Plaza, square and

green backbone of Poplar
trees defining the main pedestrian entrance to the University
Campus.

09 The Boulevard Balcony opens the view to the city at the
southern end of the Campus Boulevard. It is the new lively
meeting point of citizens and students with a rich public
program at the waterside.

10 The Glass Tower frames the Boulevard Balcony and

houses the student centre and educational programme of the
University.

11 The Neckar Island is conference and congress centre, a

symbol for the innovative research of the University, exhibit of
the natural forces of the river and its diverse flora.

12 The Water Taxi connects the Neuenheimer Feld and the
Neckar Island with the university areas in the old centre of
Heidelberg.

magnificent view over the Alt-Neckar on the western ‘Wehrsteg’
side.
an aviary with exotic birds — next to the southern Wehrsteg
landing, transporting the Zoo to the city.
structures found in the botanical garden as a architectural
identity for the university on the riverfront. The transparent
structure creates a campus for all seasons, including student
centre, study rooms, and community functions.

18 The Diversity Hills are planted as a collection of native dry

meadows serving as part of a system of connected habitats.
These native landscapes offer a satellite of the Botanical garden
and mark the separation of the promenade and bikeline.

19 The Biodiversity Centre offers a new entrance to the Zoo
and ties it and the Botanical Garden together. The public
roof cafeteria is accessible via the diversity hills which slope
towards the rock-like building.

20 The Aviary Passage is an elevated walkway which folds

through the aviaries and savanna sceneries, offering surprising
perspectives to the animals on different levels.

21 The Neckar Loop provides a panorama over the AltNeckar’s islands native habitat and vegetation without
disturbing the sensible habitat.

22 The Giraffe Walk creates an eye-to-eye confrontation with

the giraffes of the zoo and links the zoo extension to the existing
path network.

23 The Amazon allows to witness the emulated Amazon’s
habitat above and below water level.

